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QUICKLY CHANGE ENDS
The QuickClick system allows for quick changing of ends to adjust to any 
situation. Select an accessory and it clicks and locks into place. Switch 
accessories to fit your application.

introduction

Step 2:
Accessorize

Step 3:
Enjoy the Awesomeness

Step 1:
Pick your arm

flexible steel
simple, light to medium 

weight applications

modular plastic
flexible, light weight 

applications, very 
customizable

modular metal
versatile, light to medium 

weight applications, 
customizable



4” double ball arm
# 211104

6” double ball arm
# 211106

8” double ball arm
# 211108

clamp
# 211911

ball to QuickClick
# 211901

kit 1
overall length 16”

- 2 QuickClick connectors
- 2 clamps
- 1 - 8” double ball arm
# 211011

kit 2
overall length 21”

- 2 QuickClick connectors
- 3 clamps
- 1 - 8” double ball arm
- 1 - 4” double ball arm
# 211012

kit 3
overall length 28”
- 2 QuickClick connectors
- 4 clamps
- 1 8” double ball arm
- 1 6” double ball arm
- 1 4” double ball arm
# 211013

clamp 3 way
# 211913

modular metal arm

The Mogo modular metal arm 
is great for creating a custom 
solution. The double ball arms 
allow for great flexibility to create 
a variety of different set-ups. Easily 
add length with extra clamps 
and arms or remove sections for 
something shorter. The system 
allows for sharp angles to work 
around objects or for optimal 
positioning. Each section is made 
from aluminum, keeping the arm 
light weight. Adjustments can be 
made quickly by loosening clamp 
to reposition. 

ARMS

KITS

kit 3 with optional 
weighted base



flexible arm

12” Medium arm with QuickClick
# 212212

18” Medium arm with QuickClick
# 212218

24” Medium arm with QuickClick
# 212224

The flexible arm, also known as a 
‘gooseneck arm’, are universal arms 
that are widely used in a variety of 
fields. Straightforward and simple to 
use, the flexible arms are quick and 
simple mounting solutions. And since it 
is available in different lengths with the 
integrated QuickClick system, makes it 
a good all-around mounting solution. 
While each offers good support, the 
flexible arm is available in a couple 
of different strengths. The medium 
version offers a good use over a wide 
range while the pro is much more 
rigid and has more strength.  Arms are 
coated in an easy to clean vinyl cover.
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18” Pro arm with QuickClick
# 212418

24” Pro arm with QuickClick
# 212424

30” Pro arm with QuickClick
# 212430

Outside diameter: .54”

Outside diameter: .65”

QuickClick is on 
both ends

ARMS

18” pro arm with desktop base 
and tablet holder

Medium arms on average can hold .5 to 2.5 lbs, 
depending on the length and configuration

Pro arms on average can hold 1.5 to 4.5 lbs, 
depending on the length and configuration



8” Modular plastic arm with QuickClick
# 213308

extra 6” segment
#213381

assembly tool
#213399
Does not assemble male end of Y fitting. 
Not required to assemble, but makes it 
easier.

modular plastic arm

QuickClick adapter
#213390

female adapter
#213391

The Mogo modular plastic arm is the 
ultimate in mounting flexibility and 
adjustability. It’s bendable, poseable, 
and modular. Designed for light weight 
applications, the modular plastic arm is 
made up of a series of plastic beads and 
each can bend independently and even 
be popped apart, creating a customized 
support arm. It is great for holding 
small objects and light weight devices 
such as communication switches, small 
cameras, phones, and more. Tablets can 
be supported with the 8” modular plastic 
arm or longer arms if kept vertical. Two 
arm version is also available. Compatible 
with the ModularHose.com system.

14” Modular plastic arm with QuickClick
# 213314

20” Modular plastic arm with QuickClick
# 213320

Y adapter
# 213392

Dual 20” Modular plastic arm with QuickClick
integrated Y adapter creates a bridge
# 213348

Outside diameter: 
1.25”

EXTRA STUFF

QuickClick is on 
both ends

ARMS 



The QuickClick™ system allows users to 
switch between arms and accessories 
quickly and easily. The QuickClick 
accessories ‘click’ into the matching plate, 
locking them in place. To release, both 
levers need to be squeezed together  to 
unlock the QuickClick system preventing 
accidential release. 

match align click and lock



ACCESSORIES

SPRING CLAMP
Approximately 6” in length and has a 2” 
opening with heavy duty vinyl tips.
# 201511

ADJUSTABLE CLAMP
Versatile clamp mounts to flat surfaces or 
round tubes. Jaw opens to 2”.
# 201513

PHONE HOLDER
Adjusts to most phones and cases. For devices 
2.25” to 4” wide.
# 201545

TABLET HOLDER
Adjustable tablet holder scales to hold 
virtually all tablets on their corners. 
# 201541

Optional: Add the deep v-tabs to hold tablets that are 
in a case up to .75”. # 570009

BOTTLE HOLDER
Aluminum bottle cage that can be adjusted 
to accommodate different bottles.
# 201561

DESKTOP BASE
Weighted base great for desks, tables, or other 
flat surfaces. Approximately 12”x6”, 2.2 lbs.
# 201531

MINI CLAMP
Ideal for round tubes but also works on flat 
surfaces. opens up to 1.5”.
# 201515

QUICKCLICK CONNECTOR
Attach the QuickClick connector to your own 
device such as a camera with the included 
standard 1/4”-20 bolt.
# 201221

PODIUM
This 8.5”x11” podium/platform has a 1.5” lip 
for holding items in place.
# 201575

DISC
The flat 3” surface disc allows for easy 
attaching of a variety of items with the 
included velcro.
# 201571
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disclaimers
Mogo mounts are designed to meet most mounting requirements. Incorrect or reckless operation may result in warranty being voided, 
damage to equipment, or injury. All information presented is based on data available at time of posting, is subject to change without 
notice. The information presented is meant to be a general guideline - check online for the most updated information. Prototypes may 
be shown and production products may vary. Accent is a trademark of PRC Saltillo. Mogo, QuickClick, ModularHose.com and Giraffe 
Bottle are registered trademarks of EDM Zap Parts, Inc. 
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warranty
Mogo and QuickClick mounts, arms, and accessories are built to awesome specifications. Products are warrantied to be free from 
defects in materials and workmanship for 1 year from date of purchase. Items need to be returned to Mogo for evaluation and if 
determined to be defective, Mogo will repair or replace the item. Contact customer service for more details.
Warranty does not cover (i) damage, decline in or lack of performance due to: accident, misuse, abuse, greater than normal and 
customary use, use with unsuitable product, passage of time, wear and tear from usage over time, attempt to modify or repair the 
product without authorization from Mogo, or device used with the Mogo product; (ii) decline in, lack of performance or damage to 
product or device used with Mogo product; Mogo makes no warranty for a product (also including any accessory or component) not 
made by Mogo; (iii) damage that may occur for any reason in or during shipment of the product; for damage in or during shipment 
you may be able to make a claim to the shipper. These are only examples; this Warranty does not cover anything other than defects in 
materials and workmanship of the Mogo product.
This warranty covers USA only. 
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OEM applications available
We love to partner with companies to provide them a perfect solution for their industry. If your company needs a mounting solution, 
we are here to help.
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